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We present a quenched lattice calculation for the lowest lying bb¯g-hybrid states in the framework of
NRQCD using the leading order Hamiltonian up to O(mv2). We demonstrate the existence of a nearly
degenerate rotational band of states with an excitation energy approximately 1.6 GeV above the Y ground
state. This lies around the BB¯ J*-threshold, but well above the BB¯ -threshold. Therefore a heavy hybrid signal
may well be detected if the center-of-mass energy in B-factories is raised a few hundred MeV to coincide with
other resonances above the 4S state. Our prediction is consistent with most phenomenological models and
lattice calculations carried out in the static limit. @S0556-2821~98!50707-2#
PACS number~s!: 12.39.Mk, 12.38.Gc, 12.39.JhHybrid mesons are of intense interest both theoretically
and experimentally because of the opportunity they provide
for investigating nonperturbatively the gluonic degrees of
freedom in QCD. In contrast with the standard qq¯-mesons in
which the quarks form a color singlet, hybrids contain quarks
in a color octet state. There exist hybrid states that have
quantum numbers not available to pure qq¯-states and as a
result do not mix with them. These exotic states are of par-
ticular interest. Interest has been further heightened by the
recently reported discovery at Brookhaven of a 121 state at
(1370616230150) MeV @1#. However, the experimental study
of such light hybrids is made difficult by the density of levels
in the 1–2 GeV range and by strong mixing effects. Such
difficulties are minimized for heavy hybrids and this should
result in a clearer signal at the appropriate energies in future
B-factories.
The study of hybrid states has been approached in a num-
ber of ways, such as flux tube models @2#, bag models @3#,
sum rules @4# and the constituent gluon model @5#. Light
hybrids have been studied in the framework of lattice QCD
@6–8#. Heavy hybrids have been approached through the
static quark limit @9# by identifying a qq¯-potential appropri-
ate to each gluonic excitation @10#.
In this paper we study hybrid excitations of the bb¯-system
using nonrelativistic QCD ~NRQCD! @11#. This allows us to
go beyond the static limit as utilized by Perantonis et al. @9#
and Morningstar @12#. Our calculation is preliminary in that
we use only the lowest order heavy quark Hamiltonian. At
this order spin-dependent corrections are absent, but believed
to be small. We also employ the widely used quenched ap-
proximation for the gluon field. Previous work confirms that
this approximation gives a reasonable account of low lying
spin averaged energy levels of heavy quark systems @13,14#.
In this sense we believe we have achieved an acceptable
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which is at 1.62~10! GeV above the Y ground state. We have
not yet computed the hybrid levels with opposite parity.
Within bag models these electric hybrids are believed to lie
higher in energy than the corresponding magnetic states @3#.
The NRQCD approach has been discussed extensively
elsewhere @11,13#. The lattice parameters we used in this
paper are the same as those in @14#, with the exception that
the Hamiltonian used in this letter has only been corrected to
O(mv2).
We will use the standard nomenclature for hybrid states
@15# in which charge conjugation and parity satisfy
C5~21 ! l1s11, P5H ~21 ! l1 j TE,
~21 ! l1 j11 TM,
~1!
where l and s are the qq¯ orbital angular momentum and spin,
and j is the gluon angular momentum. The historical nota-
tions TE and TM refer to the magnetic and electric hybrid
states, respectively.
To extract masses we calculate two-point functions of op-
erators with the appropriate quantum numbers. For hybrid
states these operators must include a gluon field factor in
order to ensure the presence of a gluon excitation. This is
done by introducing the gauge field operators
Bi5
1
2 e i jkF jk , Ei5Fit , ~2!
where Fmn is the gluon field tensor. We can alternatively
replace E by 3B to access the same quantum numbers on
a single timeslice. From Bi we can construct the j51 mag-
netic hybrid operators.
It has been pointed out by Griffiths et al. @16# that there is
a common qq¯-potential interaction for all the j51 states in
the static quark limit. The presence of excited glue, however,
results in a relatively shallow structure for the radial depen-
dence of the potential function. Consequently we can antici-
pate that the orbital motion of finite mass quarks in the pres-
ence of this potential will give rise to a nearly degenerate
rotational band of states. In particular the l50 and l51
states will be approximately degenerate. If, in addition, theR3829 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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independent force, as is the case in the approximation used in
this paper, the triplet quark states built on the above singlet
states will also lie in the same degenerate band. The triplet
states corresponding to the magnetic hybrid signals will also
contain exotic quantum numbers such as the 121, 012 and
212. All these states can be expected to be essentially de-
generate in the case of our simple spin-independent Hamil-
tonian.
Because our evolution equation involves no spin-
corrections to the Hamiltonian, we focus on the lattice ver-
sions of the j51 magnetic spin singlet hybrid operators,
listed in Table I. In constructing them we replace covariant
derivatives, Di , with covariant lattice derivatives, D i
n
, in the
extended form used in @14,17#. We define the color magnetic
field on the lattice as
Bi
n5 12 e i jk@D j
n
,Dk
n# , ~3!
with the definition
D i
nc~x ![Li
nc~x !2L2i
n c~x !
Li
nc~x ![Ui~x !Ui~x1i ! . . . Ui@x1~n21 !i#c~x1ni !.
~4!
As in an earlier study @17#, these operators result in com-
mutators of extended link variables for the hybrid state
Bi
n5 12 e i jk$@L j
n
,Lk
n#2@L2 j
n
,L2k
n #%. ~5!
TABLE I. Magnetic j51 spin singlet lattice operators. The first
column denotes the irreducible representation of the octahedral
group. We define si jk5ue i jku and Sa jk projects out the two linearly
independent traceless-symmetric combinations corresponding to the
representation E .
Oh irrep. x†(x)OC(x) Lowest contiunum JPC
A1 1 021
T1 e i jk D jDk 122
A1 e i jkD iD jDk 011
T1 e i jk eklm$D j ,D lDm% 111
T2 si jkeklm$D j ,D lDm% 211
E Sa jkeklm$D j ,D lDm% 211For the free field case, where Um(x)51, these operators
vanish as expected. Finally we have the extended hybrid op-
erator
Hi
n~x!5e i jkx
†~x!~@L j
n
,Lk
n#2@L2 j
n
,L2k
n # !c~x!. ~6!
We have achieved a significant improvement for the sig-
nal by employing the fuzzing algorithm for link variables
suggested in @18#. We use a central link weight of c52.5
with six fuzzing iterations. We now use those fuzzed link
variables to construct the extended links, which we then use
in the meson operators. Phenomenological models indicate
that hybrid states are more extended than the standard
qq¯-states. This suggests that operators with large spatial
separation will have the best overlaps. In compromising be-
tween spatial size of the operators and the efficiency of the
code we choose n54 and 5. In some cases the operators
were further improved by using, in addition, Jacobi-smearing
for the quark fields @19#. The meson correlation functions are
constructed as demonstrated in @14#. The 499 quenched
gauge field configurations at b56.0 were all generated at the
Edinburgh Parallel Computing Center ~EPCC! in Edinburgh.
The propagators were calculated at the High Performance
Computing Facility ~HPCF! in Cambridge.
FIG. 1. Fit to hybrid signal. Consistent fit results are shown for
the ground state for both a 1-exponential fit and a 2-exponential fit.TABLE II. Hybrid spectrum from 499 configurations at b56.0, amb51.71, u050.878, a1P21S21 52.44(4) GeV. E0 and E1 denote the
energies of ground and first excited states in the relevant channel. The results are obtained from a two-exponential fit as shown in columns
3 and 4. In columns 5 and 6 we have converted all results into physical units, using the inverse lattice spacing which is determined from the
1P21S splitting. The ground state in each channel is given relative to the Y(1S).
Operator State aE0 aE12aE0 E02EY @GeV# E12E0 @GeV#
1 021 0.4487~13! – 0. –
( iBi 122 1.114~40! 0.628~66! 1.62~10! 1.53~16!
D iBi 011 1.175~22! 0.609~73! 1.775~61! 1.49~18!
$D [i ,B j]%!( i@D i ,D2# 111 1.134~19! 0.61~10! 1.674~54! 1.49~25!
$D{1 ,B2}% 211(T2) 1.161~19! 0.600~61! 1.740~55! 1.47~15!
$D1 ,B1%2$D2 ,B2% 211(E) 1.126~13! 0.520~58! 1.655~42! 1.27~14!
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exponential form. The hybrid excitations are very high above
the ground state so the signal-to-noise ratio deteriorates very
quickly and vanishes at t*15, where t is the Euclidean time.
Therefore we choose tmax512 and vary tmin in search of a
plateau. An example of such a plot for the lowest lying
bb¯-hybrid is shown in Fig. 1. A collection of our results can
be found in Table II and Fig. 2. We quote the masses from
plateaus where x2/dof,1. The error estimate is calculated
from the inverse of the Hessian matrix, which is determined
during a Levenberg-Marquardt x2 minimization @20#.
In this Rapid Communication we reported on a heavy
hybrid signal obtained within the framework of NRQCD.
This field theoretical calculation goes beyond the static ap-
proximation and so has the virtue of incorporating the dy-
namics of the heavy quarks. In our investigation we calcu-
lated the masses of hybrids where the qq¯-pair is in a color
octet coupled to the color magnetic field. Some of the results
have already been reported elsewhere @21#. Work on the
same configurations using different operators has been dis-
cussed in @22#. We obtained a signal for several correlation
functions, where the magnetic field couples to spin-singlet
states of different orbital angular momenta, as listed in Table
I. Static potential models predict that the above states should
lie in a nearly degenerate rotational band. From Table II and
Fig. 2 it can be seen that our results confirm this picture to
within two standard deviations. For our Hamiltonian all the
spin-triplet states are degenerate in energy with the spin-
singlets and we are only sensitive to spin-averaged quanti-
ties. Therefore, the exotic 121 state is degenerate in this
approximation with the 122 and likewise both the 012 and
212 are degenerate with the 111.
Phenomenologically, there are two important thresholds
for the production and decay of hybrid bb¯-states. These are
the BB¯ -threshold at 10.56 GeV and the BB¯ J*-threshold at
11.01 GeV. For the latter we assume that BJ*(5732) is indeed
a P-wave as suggested in the Particle Data Book @23# ~this
state is sometimes referred to as B**). Below the
FIG. 2. Results. The 122 is 1.62~10! GeV above the 1S . The
corresponding rotational band appears to be degenerate around the
BB¯ J*-threshold. Each state is the spin-averaged and some of them
contain also the exotics 121,012,212. See main text.(S1P)-threshold hybrid states are thought to be stable @24#.
As can be seen from Fig. 2 our results suggest that hybrid
states lie close to the (S1P)-threshold and 4–5 standard
deviations above the (S1S)-threshold.
In our calculation there are a number of sources of sys-
tematic errors. First, we have retained only terms O(mv2) in
the Hamiltonian and neglected those O(mv4) and higher.
Numerically this may not be a bad approximation, since we
expect the quarks in the hybrid states to be even more non-
relativistic than in the Y itself. This is consistent with the
very shallow qq¯-potential predicted in the static limit of the
hybrid state @9,25,12# and the implied near degeneracy of the
resulting rotational band—a result confirmed in our calcula-
tion. However a study of singlet-triplet splitting requires that
higher order terms, such as sB, be taken into account. The
above argument suggests that this splitting is small. Further-
more, there may be finite size effects because the hybrids in
the shallow potential are expected to be larger than the Y .
From studies in the static limit one expects the interquark
separation in bb¯g to be of the order of 0.5 fm @22,12#. The
actual extent of a hybrid state may still be bigger than this
@3#. We note that for the parameters used in this paper, the
lattice has a spatial extent of approximately 1.3 fm.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, we must take into
account uncertainties in the value of a21, the inverse lattice
spacing. These uncertainties are intrinsic to any calculation
based on a quenched gluon approximation, since not all mass
ratios can be simultaneously correct. The result therefore de-
pends on which observables are used to fit a21. In the num-
bers quoted above we used the 1P21S mass difference of a
standard NRQCD calculation of the Y-system. This is a con-
sistent approach and yields a2152.44(4) GeV and our num-
ber of 11.08~10! GeV for the lowest hybrid. Perantonis and
Michael quote 10.81~25! GeV from a Schro¨dinger equation
using the static potential from the lattice, where as
21 is de-
termined from the string tension in the quenched approxima-
tion @9#. Their error also includes an estimate for quenching
effects. If we use their value of as
2152.04~2! GeV, we obtain
the mass of the 121 to be 10.82~8! GeV, which is consistent
with their result. These uncertainties should be resolved in a
simulation with dynamical light quarks, where the coupling
runs appropriately and the inverse lattice spacing is expected
to be the same when determined at different scales. There-
fore the issue whether the hybrid states lie above or below
the BB¯ J*-threshold must be addressed using unquenched
gauge field configurations. Subject to this uncertainty in the
value of the inverse lattice spacing, our results are consistent
with the predictions from most phenomenological models
@26#.
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